
 

 

                       McCarty Elementary STEAM Fair 

                Friday, April 13th, 2018: 6:30pm-8pm 

         

Congratulations! Thank you for deciding to participate in McCarty’s STEAM Fair 

on April 13th, 2018. This year you can choose from many different types of 

projects. Read through the following pages and choose your way.  

 

PROJECT IDEAS:  

Science Fair Project  

This is the classic Science Fair project. Think of a question that you could answer 

by setting up an experiment. Make a hypothesis (informed guess/prediction) about 

the answer to your question. Then use the scientific method to design and 

implement an experiment that will attempt to answer your question. 

 

Technology Project 

This project will allow you to show off your interest in all things technological. 

Would you like to explain how the internet or a computer works? Have you built a 

robot or your own computer? Have you programmed a device, written a computer 

program (coding), or designed your own computer game or smart-phone app? 

Would you like to take apart an everyday household item and explain how all the 

parts work together to do its function? Have you created something in Minecraft 

that you could share? Whatever you have done, come share it with others. 

 

Engineering Project 

An engineering project involves creative problem solving. This project will most 

likely showcase your building prowess. Perhaps you could build a catapult or a 

bridge or invent/improve a useful object? 

 

 



Art Project 

There are various ways to participate in this category. You can create art using a 

computer or other technology (Minecraft or otherwise). Or maybe you are part of a 

group who creates a vlog, skit or song or rap about some scientific, technological 

or mathematical topic, and you would like to perform it, or show a video of the 

performance? (This type of project will require a preview to the fair committee 

prior to the fair date.)  Perhaps you can draw/photograph and label scientific 

illustrations of nature or inventions? Or you can create sculptures using recycled. 

 

Math Project 

This project will show off your interest in all things related to numbers and their 

uses. It could be creating a string art design based on equivalent fractions (almost 

all are) using paper or straws or PVC piping, or showing number patterns visually 

on a Pascal’s Triangle, or conducting a survey and displaying the results using a 

graph or graphs. Maybe you would like to show how graphs can be used to 

mislead or misinform, or display examples of mislabeled or incorrect graphs from 

newspaper or internet sources? Your math teacher may be able to give you other 

ideas. 

Art, Technology & Math Projects Additional Points: 

If you need to use an electronic device or computer, you must bring your own, 

and be responsible for it. If you created a skit, song and/or video, please send a 

flash drive via backpack mail by 4/6/18 so that we may review it ahead of time. 

Videos should be no longer than 5 minutes in length.  

 

Just for Parents 

The STEAM Fair is an opportunity for your child to problem-solve & learn by 

doing. We hope you will encourage & guide them through the process. But please 

encourage your child to do most, if not all the work. The final project should be a 

reflection of your child’s individual work and effort. Keep in mind that the main 

goal of the STEAM Fair is to encourage creativity and curiosity in your child! 

 

Researching online and at a library may help with ideas, as well as them talking to 

their teacher. Discuss several of their ideas, figuring out which are more practical 

to accomplish. Brainstorm questions that could be answered by an experiment. 

Look at projects that they have already completed this year at home or in a club or 

elsewhere that they might like to share. Help them keep in mind how they will 

record their data, explain how their project works and display their work in an 

interesting and clear way. Encourage & ask questions.  


